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1.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Ada County Highway District (ACHD) has conducted a study to develop alternatives to improve the
State Street and Pierce Park Lane intersection for all users, accommodate future traffic volumes and
incorporate ideas and concerns gathered from the public. The project is programmed in ACHD’s 2017‐
2021 Integrated Five Year Work Plan (FYWP) for final design in Fiscal Year (FY) 2018, right‐of‐way
acquisition in FY 2019, and construction in FY 2020.

1.1

Project Area

The project area (Figure 1) includes State Street, between Hertford Drive and Ellens Ferry Drive, and
Pierce Park Lane between State Street and Lucky Lane in Ada County, Idaho. State Street serves as the
boundary separating Boise City limits (to the north) and Garden City limits (to the south).

1.2

Background

The purpose of the State Street and Pierce Park Lane project is to develop alternatives to improve the
intersection to conform with the State Street Transit and Traffic Operational Plan (TTOP) and
accommodate projected growth. Specifically, ACHD evaluated realigning Pierce Park Lane at the
intersection with State Street to increase bicycle and pedestrian connectivity, expand the intersection to
accommodate future traffic volumes, and reconstruct State Street in the vicinity of the intersection to
accommodate transit expansion in the future.

1.2.1

State Street Plans and Studies

Local agencies have worked together for years to plan improvements along State Street that meet the
needs of the growing Treasure Valley. Through that process, the State Street corridor has been
envisioned as a transit corridor with increased regional, express, and local bus service and high
occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes. Implementing the recommendations from the studies developed the
ultimate need for the State Street and Pierce Park Intersection Concept Study.





The State Street Corridor Strategic Plan Study prepared in 2004 identified the need for six travel
lanes along State Street and the potential for HOV and transit utilizing one lane in each
direction.
The TTOP prepared in 2011 identified the outside lane as the future HOV and transit lanes and
determined the median type and the location of sidewalk and bike lanes.
The State Street Alignment Study prepared in 2013 determined the centerline alignment and
overall right‐of‐way widths for the improvements along State Street (Note: This study was not
formally adopted by ACHD).
The State Street Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Study began in 2016 and will develop and
recommend incentives to encourage a mix of land uses and densities in order to stimulate and
sustain a high capacity Bus Rapid Transit Line and produce 30% design plans for four high‐
priority TOD sites. The study, led by COMPASS, is anticipated to be complete in November 2018.

According to the TTOP implementation strategy, short term improvements include widening the
intersections along State Street to the full width cross section. These lanes would serve general purpose
traffic until they are converted to HOV when the corridor is complete.
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Figure 1. Project Area
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1.2.2

Nearby Projects

Several projects are underway along State Street. These projects were reviewed to maintain consistency
with the Pierce Park project to the extent possible.

1.2.2.1

State Street and Glenwood Intersection

ACHD and the Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) have initiated a study of the State Street and
Glenwood Intersection. The locally‐funded study will identify a preferred intersection solution that
improves the intersection functionality for all users, provides enhanced opportunities for pedestrian and
bicycle connectivity, accommodates surrounding land uses, and complies with the State Street TTOP.
The study is expected to be completed in the spring of 2018. Design and construction funding have not
been programmed.

1.2.2.2

State Street and Collister Drive Intersection

ACHD has designed improvements to reconstruct the State Street and Collister Drive intersection. The
federal aid project includes widening State Street to comply with the State Street TTOP and is scheduled
for construction in the fall of 2018.

1.2.2.3

State Street and Veterans Memorial Parkway Intersection

ACHD has adopted a Concept Study to improve the intersection with a Partial Median U‐turn alternative.
The locally‐funded improvements also include widening State Street to comply with the State Street
TTOP, improve bicycle and pedestrian facilities, and install two bus pull‐outs and two bus stations.
Construction is expected to begin in the fall of 2017.

2.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

The existing State Street and Pierce Park Lane intersection is a T‐intersection with an approximate 50‐
degree skew angle.
State Street is a five‐lane, mobility arterial that connects downtown Boise to communities to the west.
Within the project area, State Street includes two eastbound and two westbound travel lanes and a
center two‐way left‐turn lane. At the intersection with Pierce Park, a single dedicated left turn lane is
provided for vehicles traveling from eastbound State Street to northbound Pierce Park. The roadway
features a strong, directional commuter flow with a posted speed limit of 45 miles per hour (mph). The
directional flow is predominately east bound in the AM peak hours and westbound during the PM peak
hours.
Pierce Park Lane is a north/south residential collector extending from State Street about 1.3 miles to the
north. The roadway has one southbound and one northbound travel lane, which expands at the
intersection to include one northbound travel lane, one southbound dedicated left turn lane and one
southbound dedicated right turn lane. The posted speed limit is 35 mph.

2.1

Land Use

The project area is primarily developed, including a variety of commercial uses, single‐family residential
homes and the Plantation Golf Course along State Street. Pierce Park Lane includes commercial
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development near State Street, with residential uses and Pierce Park Elementary School to the north.
Although the area is mostly developed, there are a small number of undeveloped parcels along State
Street, east of Pierce Park Lane and infill development is occurring. Specifically, several residential
developments are permitted and/or being constructed along Pierce Park Lane near Hill Road, north of
the project area.
Blueprint Boise identifies future land uses in the area north of State Street as mixed use for parcels
adjacent to State Street and suburban to the north. The Garden City Land Use Map identifies land uses
in the area south of State Street as low density residential and green space/park.

2.2

Traffic Operations

A traffic analysis was conducted to evaluate the existing operation of the intersections within the
project area. Turning movement volumes from 2015 were provided by ACHD for both the AM and PM
peak hours.
The analysis results show the overall intersection is operating at an acceptable Level of Service (LOS) for
both AM and PM peak hours (see Table 1). However, some movements show congestion and back‐up.
For example, during the PM peak hour, the queues for the westbound movement on State Street are
shown to exceed 1,200 feet at times. See Appendix A for the complete traffic memo.
Table 1. Existing (2015) Intersection LOS and Delay
AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

Delay (seconds)

11

25

LOS

B

C

2.3

Crash History

Crash data was obtained from the ITD Office of Highway Safety for the five year period between 2011
and 2015. In that time, 104 crashes were reported along State Street between Ellen’s Ferry and
Hertford, and 13 crashes were reported along Pierce Park Lane between State Street and Castle. 87 of
the crashes involved injuries, and one involved a fatality. The fatality accident was caused from a vehicle
traveling westbound on State Street that crossed over the center lane directly into oncoming eastbound
traffic at the east end of the project area near the business park at Ellen’s Ferry.
Nearly half (57 of the 117) of the crashes in the study period were rear‐end collisions. Additionally, 3
left‐in and 4 left‐out crashes occurred at private driveway approaches along State Street.

2.4

Transit

ValleyRide provides public bus transportation within the project area. Currently, ValleyRide operates
three bus routes along State Street (9, 9X, and 44). Routes along Pierce Park are north of the project
area. There are a total of four bus stops within the project area:





Eastbound State Street, west of Lakeside Drive
Eastbound State Street, west of Pierce Park Lane
Westbound State Street, west of Ellen’s Ferry Drive
Westbound State Street, west of Pierce Park Lane
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Local agencies, including VRT, have been working together to improve State Street as a priority corridor
for increased land use densities with a high transit emphasis, including the future implementation of Bus
Rapid Transit. The future vision for State Street includes less sprawl, mixed use development and
multiple transportation options on the corridor.

2.5

Bicycle Facilities

There are no bike lanes along State Street within the project area. Bicycles must use either the travel
lanes, shoulders, asphalt pathway on the south side of the street, or sidewalks. There are bike lanes
along both sides of Pierce Park Lane between State Street and Castle Drive.

2.6

Pedestrian Facilities

ACHD completed a project in 2017 which constructed sidewalks along the north and south sides of State
Street. Completion of the project provided continuous five‐foot wide sidewalks and ADA compliant
ramps along State Street between Ellen’s Ferry Drive and Hertford Way. The south side of State Street
includes an asphalt pathway with concrete curbing to separate the pathway form the travel lanes. Pierce
Park Lane includes continuous sidewalks along both sides of the road between State Street and Castle
Drive.
Existing painted and signalized pedestrian crossings are located on the west and north legs of the Pierce
Park Lane and State Street intersection.

2.7

Drainage

Currently, State Street does not include curb and gutter so stormwater runoff flows from the roadway to
infiltration swales. Along Pierce Park Lane, runoff flows into a piped stormwater drainage system
through various catch basins and underground infiltration facilities. Appendix B includes a Drainage
Memorandum with more information on existing and projected drainage features throughout the
project area.
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Figure 2. 2011 ‐ 2015 Crash Locations
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3.

ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPMENT

The alternatives development for this project included technical analysis and input from the community.
The project included a variety of outreach activities, including individual and small group interviews and
meetings, public open houses, and online surveys.
Throughout the project development process, the project team met to review information, provide
input, and guide the project. Project team members included ACHD, City of Boise, City of Garden City,
Valley Regional Transit, and Parametrix staff. Staff provided regular updates to the ACHD Commission,
and one update to both the Garden City Council and Boise City Council.

3.1

Initial Stakeholder Interviews

The project team conducted a series of stakeholder interviews to introduce the project, gather initial
input, and identify issues and concerns within the project area. Meetings were held with individuals and
small groups of stakeholders. Members of the Parametrix team and ACHD staff attended all stakeholder
interviews. Participants included adjacent property owners and businesses. A complete list of
participants and detailed summary is provided in Appendix C. Key findings from the interviews included
the following:








3.2

State Street serves very high traffic volumes
Left turns out can be difficult, especially during peak travel times
Maintaining left turns in and out are important
Happy with the new sidewalks
Concerns with impacts to private property
Current skew at Pierce Park and State makes it difficult to see
Lots of truck traffic to/from businesses

Public Open House #1

A public open house was held on February 15, 2017 to provide the general public an opportunity to
learn about the project, provide input on how the existing intersection operates, and provide ideas for
possible improvements. Open house attendees were also asked what factors and features they believe
are important for developing improvement alternatives. The meeting was intentionally held prior to
development of alternatives by the project team.
Notification for the public of the meeting included bulk mail postcard invitations, hand‐delivered
postcards to homes and businesses near the project area, social media notifications, and sandwich
boards.
The meeting format included a series of display boards with project information and staff available to
answer questions. A comment form was provided for input on the current intersection as well as
considerations for future improvements.
70 people signed‐in at the open house and 33 comment sheets were received. During the two‐week
period immediately following the open house, the display boards and online survey were available on
ACHD’s website. During that period, 119 online surveys were completed.
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The most frequently‐heard comments included:
WHAT WORKS WELL?






Flashing yellow light for eastbound left turns
Traffic flow from east to west
Traffic flow during off‐peak hours
Signalized crosswalk for bicyclists and pedestrians
New/buffered sidewalks
WHAT DOESN’T WORK WELL?










Long red time at signal
Turning onto State Street
Lack of westbound to northbound right turn lane on State Street
Heavy traffic
High speed on State Street
Hard to see (due to intersection angle)
Lack of bicycle lanes
Difficult for bicyclists and pedestrians to cross State Street.

In addition to understanding what people thought does and does not work well at the intersection, the
team asked for input on what the top three priorities should be when developing and evaluating
alternatives. The top three results include safety, alleviating congestion, and improving visibility at the
intersection (see Figure 3).

Top Priorities
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Safety

Alleviating
Congestion

Visiblity at
Intersection

Bike
Pedestrian
Connectivity Connectivity

Transit

Cost

Impacts to
Private
Properties and
Businesses

Figure 3. Public Open House #1 Responses ‐ Top Priorities
Comments also include a variety of suggested improvements and general comments. Appendix D
includes the detailed list of all feedback received at the meeting and through the online survey.
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3.3

2040 Traffic Conditions

2040 turning movement volumes were developed for the AM and PM peak hours. The growth rate
between 2017 and 2040 volumes from the COMPASS travel demand model were applied to the 2015
AM and PM volumes to determine 2040 turning movement volumes.
Under 2040 no build conditions, the increased volumes on State Street create congestion during the PM
peak hour. The westbound direction in particular is anticipated to experience vehicles stacking as far
east as the Ellen’s Ferry intersection. Overall intersection delay and LOS is shown in Table 2. See
Appendix A for additional information.
Table 2. 2040 No Build Intersection LOS and Delay
AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

Delay (seconds)

14

74

LOS

B

E

3.4

Initial Alternatives

Following the stakeholder interviews and first public open house, the project team developed
intersection alternatives based on a 2040 design year.

3.4.1

Continuous Green

This alternative provides free‐flow (continuous green) to the eastbound through traffic on State Street.
All other movements would operate similar to the existing conditions, controlled by the traffic signal.
Left‐turning vehicles from Pierce Park to eastbound State Street would be provided a dedicated through
lane on State Street. A pedestrian‐activated push‐button would require the eastbound through traffic to
stop at the light to allow for bicycle and pedestrian crossing. This alternative was dismissed because it:




3.4.2

Does not support the State Street TTOP
Does not allow for dual lefts from Pierce Park to State Street
Is challenging for bicyclists and pedestrians to cross State Street and access bus stops

Median U‐Turn

This alternative would provide two signalized U‐turn opportunities on State Street, one west and one
east of the Pierce Park intersection. The east U‐turn signal would allow for the elimination of the left
turn movement at the main State Street and Pierce Park Lane intersection. In this alternative, vehicles
wanting to travel from eastbound State Street to northbound Pierce Park would proceed through the
main intersection at Pierce Park Lane, turn around at the U‐turn signal, and travel west back to the
intersection to turn right onto northbound Pierce Park Lane. This configuration is similar to what is
planned for construction at the State Street and Veterans Memorial Parkway Intersection. This
alternative was dismissed because it:
 Results in vehicles waiting for the signalized U‐turn to stack into the main intersection
 Requires a wider roadway section to accommodate the turn lanes
 Requires up to two additional traffic signals on State Street
 Requires out‐of‐direction travel
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3.4.3

Widen State Street

This alternative would widen State Street to the seven‐lane section per the TTOP but keep Pierce Park
Lane in its current location and configuration. This alternative was dismissed because it:




Does not bring the intersection to current standards
Does not improve safety and visibility
Is challenging for bicyclists and pedestrians to cross State Street and access bus stops

3.4.4

Realign Intersection

This alternative would widen State Street to the seven‐lane section per the TTOP and realign Pierce Park
Lane to a skew angle of 82 degrees (ACHD standards require a minimum of 75 degrees). The outside
lanes on State Street could easily be retrofitted to accommodate enhanced transit as necessary. A
continuous raised median would replace the existing two‐way left turn lane between Hertford Way and
Ellen’s Ferry Drive. A second southbound to eastbound left turn lane on Pierce Park Lane would be
added, as well as a dedicated westbound to northbound right turn lane on State Street. Lastly,
continuous bike lanes would be provided along State Street.
This intersection was selected to move forward for further consideration. As proposed the alternative
conforms to TTOP, meets ACHD goals of improving the skew, and improves visibility and safety.
In addition, four optional treatments were proposed that could be added to the realigned intersection.
The options include:





Option 1: allows eastbound vehicles to turn left onto Hertford Way from State Street Way
Option 2: allows westbound vehicles to make a U‐turn between Pierce Park Lane and Hertford
Way
Option 3: allows westbound vehicles to make a U‐turn at the signalized intersection at Pierce
Park Lane
Option 4: provides a crosswalk on the east side of the Pierce Park Lane intersection

3.4.4.1

Traffic Operations

A 2040 traffic operations analysis was conducted for the realigned intersection and optional treatments.
Traffic volumes for this analysis were higher than the 2040 no‐build analysis discussed in Section 3.3,
primarily due to the increased capacity resulting from the assumed HOV/transit lanes added to State
Street. Though the travel forecasting assumed the additional lanes operate as HOV/transit lanes, the
operational analysis assumed the lanes would operate as a third general purpose lane. This is because,
according to the TTOP implementation strategy, State Street projects will first improve intersections
along the corridor to include the full‐width section, with the outside lanes accommodating general
purpose traffic. Then, sometime after a third lane is complete throughout the corridor, the outside lane
will be converted to the HOV/transit lane. With timeframe for establishing a third travel lane
throughout State Street uncertain, the analysis for this study investigates conditions prior to conversion.
Additionally, the specific operating characteristics of the shoulder‐running HOV/transit lane are not well
defined enough to include in a detailed operational analysis.
As shown in Table 3, the realigned intersection and all options result in an overall intersection LOS D or
better in both the AM and PM peak hours, except for Option 4 in the PM peak hour. Option 4 drops to
LOS E due to the exclusive pedestrian signal phases, which reduces green time for the other movements.
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A scenario was also evaluated that combined the realigned intersection with all four design options
together. This scenario moved the westbound U‐turn lane at Pierce Park Lane behind the crosswalk, so
the east crosswalk pedestrian phase and the westbound U‐turn movements can operate at the same
time. This option allows left‐turns onto Hertford Way from Option 1, which decreases left‐turn volumes
at Pierce Park. Providing crosswalks on both sides of the intersection maximizes pedestrian mobility.
Table 3. 2040 Build Alternative Intersection LOS and Delay
Realign
Intersection

Realign
Intersection +
Option 1

Realign
Intersection +
Option 2

Realign
Intersection +
Option 3

Realign
Intersection +
Option 4

Realign
Intersection +
All Options

Delay (seconds)

10

10

10

11

13

14

LOS

B‐C

B‐C

B‐C

B

B

B

Delay (seconds)

47

40

47

45

74

30

LOS

D

D

D

D

E

C

AM PEAK HOUR

PM PEAK HOUR

3.5

Follow‐Up Stakeholder Interviews

The project team conducted a series of follow‐up business and property owner meetings to provide a
project update and gather input on the realigned intersection alternative and four design options. A
complete list of participants and detailed summary is provided in Appendix C. Key findings from the
interviews included the following:




3.6

Opposition to restricting left turns in and out of businesses
Support for all design options that provide left‐turn and/or U‐turn movements
Concern that large trucks cannot make U‐turns where provided

Public Open House #2

A second public open house was held on June 29, 2017 to gather input on the realigned intersection
alternative and four design options. The meeting format included a series of display boards with project
information and roll plots with the alternative and options for consideration. 65 people signed in to the
open house and 26 comment forms were received. Five online surveys were completed and 3 emails
were received following the open house. The comment form asked which design options were preferred
to have added to the proposed realignment alternative. Responses from the comment forms, emails,
and online survey data are summarized in Figure 4.
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10
8

6

6

6
4
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Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Do Not Like
Realignment

Figure 4. Public Open House #2 Responses ‐ Preferred Improvement Options
In addition to those responses, several commenters provided general comments on the project. Those
heard frequently are listed below. The number in parentheses indicates the number of times the
comment was received. Appendix D includes the comprehensive list of all feedback received at the
meeting.







3.7

Belief that Options 1 and 2 (which include unsignalized left/U‐turns) are unsafe (7)
Request to reduce speed limit along State Street to 35 mph (6)
Concern for business access (4)
Support for the proposed improvements (4)
Request to buffer the bike lane from traffic (3)
Belief that sidewalks, landscaping, and bike lanes are not necessary on both sides of the street
(3)

Recommended Alternative

Following the second public open house, the project team met to review public comments. Based on
technical analysis and business/property owner and public input, the project team finalized the
recommended alternative. This alternative consists of the realigned intersection with all four design
options.
The recommended alternative includes widening State Street to three travel lanes in each direction and
realigning Pierce Park Lane to an 82 degree skew. A continuous raised median will replace the existing
two‐way left turn lane between Hertford Way and Ellen’s Ferry Drive with breaks in the median to
accommodate left turn lanes and/or U‐turn lanes at the following locations:





Hertford Way (unsignalized eastbound to northbound left turns)
East of Hertford Way (unsignalized westbound to southbound left turns or westbound to
eastbound U‐turns)
Pierce Park Lane (signalized eastbound to northbound left turns and signalized westbound to
eastbound U‐turns)
Ellen’s Ferry Drive (signalized eastbound to northbound left turn lanes)
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Additionally, a dedicated westbound to northbound right turn lane will be added on State Street.
Continuous bike lanes, and detached sidewalks will also be provided along State Street. As currently
designed, the improvements on State Street widen per the State Street TTOP typical section, which
include 6 foot sidewalks, 8 foot landscape buffers, 6 foot attached bike lanes, 12 foot travel lanes and a
12 foot center median/turn lane (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. State Street TTOP Typical Section

Pierce Park will be widened to include two southbound to eastbound left turn lanes and one
southbound to westbound right turn lane. An additional crosswalk on State Street, on the east side of
Pierce Park Lane will be added.

3.7.1

Transit

The recommended alternative widens State Street to three travel lanes in each direction to
accommodate future transportation needs including transit/HOV. The recommended alternative
supports the vision for State Street as a transit corridor and does not preclude future transit
improvements. ACHD is committed to converting the outside lanes to transit and/or HOV when transit
services are increased and HOV‐designated lanes are permitted. Until that time, the outside lanes
constructed with this project will temporarily serve as general purpose travel lanes.
The infrastructure improvements required at bus stops or bus rapid transit (BRT) stations along State
Street are currently unknown since the future transit plans have not been determined, including transit
vehicles, stop locations, station requirements, etc. Therefore, it is difficult to include bus stop/station
improvements with this project. ACHD discussed the recommended alternative with VRT, who
supported the improvements as presented. VRT indicated preference to relocating existing bus stops to
the far side of the intersection. They do not desire bus pullouts or designated stations, but rather
inclusion of 12‐foot by 20‐foot concrete pads at each station that could accommodate a bench, and
future shelter structure. Those features are included in the recommended alternative as proposed.
When expanded transit services are programmed for the State Street corridor, it is anticipated the costs
to construct the necessary infrastructure will be small relative to the cost of the overall intersection
reconstruction.

3.7.2

Right of Way

The recommended improvements will require right‐of‐way (ROW) acquisition. During future design
phases, ACHD and the cities of Boise and Garden City will work to refine the width of the buffer between
the roadway and sidewalk. Concept design includes an 8 foot buffer but may be reduced to a 6 foot
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buffer based on cost and impacts to private property. The ROW needs, by parcel, were identified for
both a 6 foot and 8 foot buffer. Detailed information is included in Appendix E.

3.7.3

Drainage

The recommended improvements include constructing curb and gutter along State Street and Pierce
Park Lane, which will require a storm drain system to capture stormwater generated within the
roadway. A conceptual drainage analysis was completed to identify the necessary stormwater facilities
to accommodate the 100‐year, one hour event. The analysis identified the need for either an 8‐foot
wide by 1 foot deep swale along State Street, east of Pierce Park Lane, or utilizing the excess right‐of‐
way from the realigned Pierce Park Lane as a stormwater facility. West of Pierce Park Lane, the analysis
identified the need for either an 8‐foot wide by 1‐foot deep swale along State Street, which would
require additional ROW, installing underground facilities, or acquiring property to construct a
stormwater facility near the western project limit. If stormwater facilities will be located within the
buffer area between the street and sidewalk, ACHD will work with the cities during the design phase to
determine how that impacts potential landscaping.
Along Pierce Park Lane, runoff from the realigned intersection could be treated at redesigned facilities
similar to the existing facilities currently serving Pierce Park Lane or utilizing the excess right of way
where Pierce Park Lane currently abuts State Street.

3.7.4

Utilities

Approximately 23 standard wood power poles, 2 small wood poles and 1 large steel pole will require
relocation based on the project footprint. Preliminary research indicates these poles are located within
an Inter‐Urban Utility easement and therefore would be relocated at ACHD expense. The relocation
costs are included in the total project cost estimate. It is assumed the utilities will be relocated into the
buffer area between the street and sidewalk; however, other options can be considered during the
design phase.

3.7.5

Cost

Budget level concept cost estimates were prepared for design, ROW acquisition, and construction of the
recommended alternative. Two cost scenarios were developed, one with a 6 foot buffer and one with an
8 foot buffer, as summarized in Table 4. See Appendix F for additional information.
Table 4. Conceptual Cost Estimates

3.7.6

Recommended Alternative with 6 foot buffer

Recommended Alternative with 8 foot buffer

$8,930,000 ‐ $9,600,000

$9,060,000 ‐ $9,740,000

Construction Phasing

A conceptual construction phasing approach was developed to construct the improvements as
recommended. The final construction phasing/traffic control plan will be determined during design.
Coordination with utility owners during preliminary and final design will determine the ability to
relocate utilities ahead of the roadway construction.
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The conceptual recommendations include widening State Street primarily to the north. This allows for a
two‐phase construction phasing which includes the following:
1. Phase 1: Construct the north side of State Street. To do so, traffic along State Street would be
moved to the south side of the ultimate centerline, providing room for up to three 11 foot lanes
with a 2 foot buffer on both sides. The center lane could be used for left turns into and out of
businesses along State Street. The existing Pierce Park would remain open while constructing
the new alignment and installing the signal equipment on the north side of State Street.
2. Phase 2: Construct the south side of State Street. Traffic along State Street would move to the
north side of the roadway, providing up to three 12 foot lanes and 6 foot buffers on both sides.
The center lane could be used for left turns into and out of business along State Street. The
signal installation would be completed on the south side of State Street and traffic would be
moved to the new Pierce Park alignment. The old alignment would be obliterated.

4.

CONCLUSION

The goals of the State Street and Pierce Park Lane intersection project were to identify improvements to
improve the intersection for all users, accommodate future traffic volumes, and incorporate ideas and
concerns gathered from the public. The recommended alternative satisfies ACHD’s goals, addresses
stakeholder and public concerns, provides pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and improves safety for
all users. The recommended alternative supports the vision for State Street as a transit corridor and
provides infrastructure to support expanded transit operations in the future. Future design phases will
refine these conceptual recommendations and develop design and construction plans and details.
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